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Katerina Collection
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KATERINA 9 GLOBE
12 available - silver | 2 available - gold

2 tier chandelier with high quality 
sparkling full lead crystal.

H 55cm x  W 65cm | 20kg

HIRE PRICE: $300.00 + GST each  
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

KATERINA 27 GLOBE
20 available - silver

4 tier chandelier with high quality 
sparkling full lead crystal.

H 120cm x  W 94cm | 40kg

HIRE PRICE: $550.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location
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9 Globe Katerinas
03030303

Katerina Showcase

Cluster of 27 Globe Katerinas
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Cleopatra

Cleopatra, the exquisite gold framed waterfall and basket crystal chandelier is characterised by 
its richly embellished frame with elegant decorative garlands and flowers. The spear head of 

the chandelier is ladened with over 3,600 crystals including 12,000 oversized baguette prisims, 
allowing the crystal basket to scatter and refract large diminishing circles of light to its admirers.

Accompanied by their long dramatic cascading strands of high quality crystal, its silhouette is 
one of boldness and distinction. A stunning blend of vintage elegance.

CLEOPATRACLEOPATRA

H 180cm x W 90cm | 80kg

HIRE PRICE: $950.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs subject to location
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QUEEN ELIZABETH QUEEN ELIZABETH 
60 GLOBE | ONE ONLY 

H 280cm x W 150cm | 98kg

HIRE PRICE: $1,500.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,500.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

Please note: 
For installation allow 3 hrs, by 3 people.
For removal allow 1.5 hrs, by 3 people.

Due to the size and weight we also provide a 
chain block.

This spectacular, one of a kind, waterfall and basket chandelier is the queen for a reason. 
We restored this timeless piece by silver gilding the frame and recrystalling to enhance its 

beauty. Spanning 280cm in length and 150cm wide, her regal appearance 
guarantees to be a show stopper - from the floor she is an immense basket of 

sparking and mesmerizing crystal.

Queen Elizabeth

Add an extra large 3.2mtr crystal halo Add an extra large 3.2mtr crystal halo 
for $950.00for $950.00
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Queen Elizabeth
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Josephine

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE

H 140cm x W 130cm | 60kg | QTY 5

HIRE PRICE: $1,250.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,250.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

Add an extra large 3.2mtr crystal halo to eitherAdd an extra large 3.2mtr crystal halo to either
chandelier for $950.00chandelier for $950.00

The Josephine chandeliers are a classic waterfall of sparkling crystal that descends to a large 
tiered basket. Heavily adorned with SWAROVSKI Strauss crystal, the finest of SWAROVSKI crystal 

ranges, these chandeliers are a sophisticated and impressive focal point for any event.
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Josephine
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GRAND JOSEPHINEGRAND JOSEPHINE

H 200cm x W 130cm | 100kg

HIRE PRICE: $1,450.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,450.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

The Grand Josephine

Add an extra large crystal halo for an extra $950Add an extra large crystal halo for an extra $950
3.2 mtr halo with long crystal strands

Our Josephine family has grown - we can now offer The Grand Josephine Chandelier which has 
an impressive waterfall of SWAROVSKI’s finest Strauss Crystal cascading down into a glistening 

basket of crystals and light....Divine, divine, divine!
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The Grand Josephine
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Our Tiara chandelier range works beautifully for contemporary events, with their modern design and 
luxurious crystals; these are the perfect option. The different sizes can be clustered and staggered in 

height to create a dramatic and romantic ambience.
To add another level of luxury, 2-metre strands of SWAROVSKI crystals can be adorned around 

the basket of the chandelier, elongating & transforming the small Tiaras into a truly unique chandelier.

TIARATIARA 
200CM LONG FRINGE200CM LONG FRINGE

 H 240cm x W 50cm |  25kg

HIRE PRICE: $550 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $550 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

TIARA | SMALLTIARA | SMALL
H 60cm x W 50cm |  8kg

HIRE PRICE: $350 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $350 + GST EACH

TIARA | MEDIUMTIARA | MEDIUM
H 110cm x W 75cm | 22kg

HIRE PRICE: $450 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $450 + GST EACH

TIARA | LARGETIARA | LARGE
H 145cm x W 100cm | 40kg

HIRE PRICE: $550 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $550 + GST EACH

 Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

Tiara
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Tiara
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Constantine

Four glistening empire style chandeliers with waterfalls of high quality, sparkling, full lead crystal 
  graduating and cascading in size. The magnificent sparkling eleven tier basket flows down into a 

mass of diminishing sparkling beaded circles to form a spearhead,
 culminating with a central SWAROVSKI ball. 

The clean lines of the Constantine chandeliers enables them to complement contemporary events and 
designs beautifully. The luxurious bold detailing and striking designs make these chandeliers a great 

addition to events with great Gatsbey, James Bond or Casino, inspired styling

CONSTANTINE ( GOLD ONLY)CONSTANTINE ( GOLD ONLY)

Gold decorative arrow shaped chandelier with 
high quality sparkling full lead crystal 

 H 160cm x W 100cm | 25kg

HIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject 

to location
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FRENCH CLASSICALFRENCH CLASSICAL

H 135cm x W 135cm | 65kg

HIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

French Classical

We have three of these magnificent French Classical masterpieces. They make a sophisticated 
regal statement in any space, and they come with a huge history. We purchased them from the 

Ritz Carlton Double Bay. They have seen the likes of US presidents, Prime Ministers, British 
Royals and Rock Stars. The French Classical crystal design entwines sumptuously around the 

base of the chandelier. 
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THE EMPRESSTHE EMPRESS

H 140cm x  W 85cm | 65kg

HIRE PRICE: $750.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs 

subject to location

The Empress

The Empress range are Maria Theresa style chandeliers originating from the Czech Republic, 
distinctive in style, with their subtle gold metal frame, faced with glass sleeves that are secured by 

ornate rosettes. Lavishly dressed in high-quality crystal, these chandeliers are sure to add even 
more romance and sparkle to your next event. 
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THE GRAND EMPRESSTHE GRAND EMPRESS

H 260cm x W 150cm | 120kg

HIRE PRICE: $1,350.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $1,350.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

The Grand Empress

The Grand Empress, similar in style to The Empress chandelier, is enormous in size. 
Behind the Queen Elizabeth it is the second largest chandelier in our Chandeliers To Die For collection. 
Consisting of three tiers and 32 globes, this magnificant show stopping crystal piece is suited to filling 

large areas of space, and is best featured above the bridal table or over a dancefloor.

As this chandelier is part of the Maria Therese family we recommend pairing this extremely beatuiful 
statement piece with the largest Katerina 36 globe Chandelier or the Empress duo.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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This gold gilt Rococo chandelier is intricately made from brass and wrought iron. 
It has been dressed in high quality sparkling full lead crystal which is styled to cascade inside the 

large gold basket. An absolute breathtaking light!

THE DUCHESSTHE DUCHESS
21 Globes | ONE ONLY

H 200cm x W 140cm | 86kg

HIRE PRICE: $950 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $950 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

The Duchess
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ANTOINETTE ANTOINETTE 
15 GLOBE | 3 available | Gold 

H 170cm x W 100cm  | 38kg

HIRE PRICE: $750.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $750.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

ANTOINETTE ANTOINETTE 
8 GLOBE | 4 available | Gold & Silver

H 120cm x W 80cm | 25kg 

HIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

OPTIONAL:
Shades available $5.00 each

Frames may be custom coloured on request 
- additional charges may apply

Antoinette

A dramatic statement of swirling arms and leaf-like motifs. This range of chandeliers have  
a French Provincial design and style. High quality crystal swagging creates a whimsical and 

fairytale look from underneath. These chandeliers are dressed with heavy swags
 and large almond-like pendants to look as splendid and opulent as possible.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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These gold framed chandeliers come in two different sizes. 
Dressed with elongated strands of high quality lead crystal, the extra large almond-shaped lead 

crystal pendants create a dramatic statement of absolute luxury. 

AMELIA 12 GLOBEAMELIA 12 GLOBE
 

H 160cm x W 100cm | 38 kg

HIRE PRICE: $750.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $750.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

AMELIA 9 GLOBEAMELIA 9 GLOBE

H 90cm x W 80cm | Weight 20kg

HIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

OPTIONAL:
Shades available $5.00 each

Amelia
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 Amelia Showcase
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CRYSTAL BALL 12 GLOBECRYSTAL BALL 12 GLOBE

H 60cm x W 60cm | 5kg

HIRE PRICE: $300.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $300.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

CRYSTAL BALL 18 GLOBECRYSTAL BALL 18 GLOBE

H 80cm x W 80cm | 10kg

HIRE PRICE: $400.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $400.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

CRYSTAL BALL 24 GLOBECRYSTAL BALL 24 GLOBE

H 100cm x W 100cm | 12kg

HIRE PRICE: $450.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $450.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location

These very contemporary sphere lights come dressed in multifaceted beads. They make an 
outstanding feature when clustered together or hung intimately over guest tables.

The frame options are chrome or rose gold.

Crystal Balls
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Crystal Balls
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Vintage Glamour Collection

“Clustering and staggering these chandeliers with 
whimsical ferns creates an outstanding display...” 

- DIRECTOR, PETER BELL-LANGFORD- DIRECTOR, PETER BELL-LANGFORD

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Vintage Glamour Collection

All prices excl. GST. 
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

MARIA THERESAMARIA THERESA

Small   $200.00
Medium  $300.00
Large   $400.00
XLarge   $550.00

BRASS LANTERNSBRASS LANTERNS

Small   $100.00
Medium  $250.00
Large   $400.00
XLarge   $450.00

EMPIRE BASKETEMPIRE BASKET

Small   $200.00
Medium  $250.00
Large   $300.00
XLarge   $450.00

FRENCH BIRDCAGEFRENCH BIRDCAGE

Small   $200.00
Medium  $300.00
Large   $400.00
XLarge   $550.00

BEADED ACORNS & BEADED ACORNS & 
BEADED SPHERESBEADED SPHERES

Small     $100.00
Medium    $150.00
Large     $200.00

...Plus lots more
This romantic selection of chandeliers provides the 

enchantment of fairytales and mystery.

We have a large variety of chandelier shapes and sizes, 
including vintage Marie Therese chandeliers, Spheres, 
Acorns, Empire baskets, French chandeliers and Brass 

Lanterns. 
Suited to soft lighting promoting a romantic setting.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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DJS LANTERN ( GOLD ONLY)DJS LANTERN ( GOLD ONLY)

Ornately decorated Brass Lantern  

H 125cm x  W 75cm | 40kg

HIRE PRICE: $450.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $450.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to 

location

*Image shows similar vintage style lantern

David Jones Lantern

Add a little history to your next event. Custom made for the iconic 7th floor of David Jones; circa 
1930, these magnificently regal wrought iron lanterns will most certainly be a statement.

Complementing a romantic, antique design, or adding contrast to crystal chandeliers.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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CRYSTAL CAKE SWINGCRYSTAL CAKE SWING

H 100cm x W 280cm  | 55kg

HIRE PRICE: $595.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $595.00 + GST EACH

Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

Floor standing truss can be supplied, and 
installed for an additional cost of $250.00

Enhance your cake cutting ceremony with our custom made crystal cake swing. We have heavily 
embellished the bottom of the cake swing with 32kgs of high quality lead crystal to resemble  
a bedazzling chandelier! Edged in SWAROVSKI crystal, the mirror topped cake swing features  

an overhead mirrored crystal canopy also embellished with SWAROVSKI crystals. 

Wedding photographs of this stunning crystal floating cake table are unforgettable.

Cake Swing
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KATERINA CANDELABRA  KATERINA CANDELABRA  
18 CANDLES18 CANDLES

25 available
W 90cm | 40kg

Choose centre stem HEIGHTS:
From table: 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 140cm 

Floor Standing: 180cm 

HIRE PRICE: $230.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $230.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

KATERINA CANDELABRA KATERINA CANDELABRA 
9 CANDLES9 CANDLES

20 available
W 55cm  | 10kg

Choose centre stem HEIGHTS:
From table: 34cm, 90cm, 100cm, 120cm, 140cm 

Floor Standing: 180cm

HIRE PRICE: $150.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $150.00 + GST EACH
Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

INCLUDING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
- Real flame tea light candles  

- LED tea lights  
- LED taper candles

These Katerina candelabras perfectly complement our Katerina chandeliers. 
Combined, there are more than 100 pieces in this collection.  Our Katerina candelabras are in fact 

a grand crystal chandelier on a stainless steel stem with a mirror base. These candelabras can 
also be dressed with ornate garlands of flowers circling down and around the stem.

Katerina Candelabra

Why not add
Floral Arrangements 

to the central dish!
*Please consult your 

Florist first

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Katerina Candelabra
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SMALL TABLE CENTREPIECESMALL TABLE CENTREPIECE
2 Tiers, 6 Globe,  H 94cm 

Gold or Silver Frame
25 available

HIRE PRICE $99.50 EACH + GSTHIRE PRICE $99.50 EACH + GST

MEDIUM TABLE CENTREPIECEMEDIUM TABLE CENTREPIECE
2 Tier, 10 Candle, H 120cm 

Gold or Silver Frame
8 Silver, 4 Gold available

HIRE PRICE $150.00 EACH + GSTHIRE PRICE $150.00 EACH + GST

LARGE (FLOORSTAND)LARGE (FLOORSTAND)
3 Tier, 10 Candle, H 180cm 

Gold or Silver Frame
2 Available

HIRE PRICE $195.00 EACH + GSTHIRE PRICE $195.00 EACH + GST

EXTRA LARGE (FLOORSTAND)EXTRA LARGE (FLOORSTAND)
4 Tier, 15 Candle, H 220cm
2 Silver or 2 Gold available

HIRE PRICE $285.00 EACH + GSTHIRE PRICE $285.00 EACH + GST

These beautiful crystal candelabras of supreme quality come in silver or rich gold. The crystal design is 
dramatic, with four varying sizes in each finish. Our small centerpieces are commonly used for intimate 

dining table settings for guests. The medium centerpieces are much grander and 
suit King and Round Tables. 

The large floor standing candelabras are generally placed at the entrance to a dining room and behind 
or to either side of the bridal table. Matching flower plate and lamp shades also available.

Queen B Candelabras

Delivery & installation costs subject
to location.

Candelabras 
supplied with  

clear votives may have:  
- Real flame tea lights 

- LED tea lights 
- LED long taper candles 
**Please consult your Florist

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Queen B Candelabra
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RIBBON & CRYSTAL CEILINGRIBBON & CRYSTAL CEILING

For pricing on our custom ribbon and crystal ceiling installation please contact our 
showroom on (02) 9328 0333.

Installations can be over the dancefloor, bridal tables, walk ways and entrances.
Customised installations available in all colours.

Ribbon & Crystal Ceilings

These ribbon ceiling installations are a ‘steal your heart’ transformation!
This delicate canopy of  slender white silk ribbons adds purity and sparkle to any bridal event, transforming 

the ceiling space whilst breaking out of the traditional boundaries of floral ceilings, 
fairy lights and other lighting features.

 Our magnificent high quality crystal chandelier ornaments delicately hang from every ribbon to create a 
sparkling, cascading ceiling of sparkling diamonds. Enhance this gorgeous feature with floating jewel-like 

chandeliers, adding light and life into the installation.

Hyatt Regency Sydney

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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SINGLE FRAMESINGLE FRAME
2 Legs & 1 Plank | Shelf - 300cm | Height - 90cm up to 
140cm 

HIRE PRICE: $250.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $250.00 + GST

DOUBLE FRAMEDOUBLE FRAME
3 Legs & 2 Planks | Shelf - 600cm | Height - 90cm up to 

140cm

HIRE PRICE: $350.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $350.00 + GST

SINGLE POLE FLOWER STANDSINGLE POLE FLOWER STAND
Single Pole & Plate | Height - 90cm up to 180cm
HIRE PRICE: $HIRE PRICE: $50.0050.00 +GST +GST

King Table Chandelier Frames

These frames vary in height and length and can be customized to suit your own design needs.
Inspiration below; a crystal chandelier suspended inside the frame presents 

itself as a table centrepiece.  
Accompanying lavish florals provide an opulent warmth to each canopy, harmonizing this whole 

decadent look. Guests love the feel of this luxurious and intimate dining space.

90 – 140cm

as required

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Swarovski Crystal Swags

SWAROVSKI crystal is the reason why this sparkling crystal swag is so spectacular. 
Simplistic in design, the diamond-like draped strands captivate all guests with their brilliance. 

Each swag is 200cm wide and 200cm long. 

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SWAGSSWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SWAGS

H 200cm x W 200cm | 34kg

HIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACH

Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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CRYSTAL BACKDROPSCRYSTAL BACKDROPS

Long strands of sparkling SWAROVSKI 
crystals. 

Custom made size available.

H 200cm x W 200cm

HIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACHHIRE PRICE: $650.00 + GST EACH

Delivery & installation costs 
subject to location.

Shimmering, stunning SWAROVSKI crystal backdrop to complement and highlight any area - 
including bridal tables, entrances, walkways, ceremonies.  

Custom made with over 100,000 SWAROVSKI crystals hand rolled in two metre strands spanning  
eight metres wide. The effect is that of a cascading waterfall of diamond-like crystals.

and is especially beautiful when married together with chandeliers.

Swarovski Crystal Backdrops

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Crystal Votives

SMALL, MEDIUM & LARGESMALL, MEDIUM & LARGE
One set is 3 different sizes

S 12cm  |  M 18cm   |  L 24cm

HIRE PRICE: $45.00 + GST PER SETHIRE PRICE: $45.00 + GST PER SET

Supplied with tea light candles.
Only LED lighting can be used with flower plates.

Delivery & installation costs subject to location.

These gorgeous crystal cylinder votives will add the final touch of glamour and elegance to your 
wedding tables. A sparkling crystal curtain surrounds each votive, prisms of reflective light created  
by LED or live flame tea lights create a soft ambience. The votives come in silver and gold and have  

three different sizes per set. On request flower plates can be placed on top of the votives and  
can be decorated by your florist with fresh or silk florals.   

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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CRYSTAL LECTERNCRYSTAL LECTERN
Available in gold or silver.

H 110cm

HIRE PRICE: $250.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $250.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs  subject to location

Crystal Lectern

Presentation is key, so do something different and make your speeches glamorous! 
This crystal “bling” lectern is definitely a show stopper and can be spot lit to appear any colour.

Only $100.00
when hiring 3 or more

Chandeliers!

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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THE VATICANTHE VATICAN (Double Backdrop)

H 6m x W 19.5m

HIRE PRICE: $1,500.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,500.00 + GST  
Delivery & installation costs  subject to location.

NAPLESNAPLES (Double Backdrop)

H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GST
Delivery & installation costs  subject to location.

Additional Panel (Optional)

H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GSTHIRE PRICE: $1,000.00 + GST

Additional Panel (Optional) 

H 6m x W 4.5m

+ ADD $500.00 + GST+ ADD $500.00 + GST

Wedding Palatial Backdrops

Our awe-inspiring 4D classical printed masterworks bring to life the lavishly decadent surroundings of rich 
fresco ceilings with ornately decorated chandeliers, bold architraves and lined colonnades – creating the 

ultimate optical illusion of multidirectional space. Exquisite scenes will surprise and transport your guests to 
a place of extravagant style. These backdrops will provide the most sophisticated transformation over and 
above any other themed accessories for your special day. Pair these opulent images with our magnificent 

high quality crystal chandeliers and you will leave your guests with a truly unforgettable celebration.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Wedding Palatial Backdrops

MESSINAMESSINA

H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: HIRE PRICE: 
$1,000.00 + GST$1,000.00 + GST

FLORENCE FLORENCE 

H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: HIRE PRICE: 
$1,000.00 + GST$1,000.00 + GST

VERONAVERONA
H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: HIRE PRICE: 
$1,000.00 + GST$1,000.00 + GST

VENICEVENICE

H 6m x W 12m

HIRE PRICE: HIRE PRICE: 
$1,000.00 + GST$1,000.00 + GST

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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Wedding Backdrops
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Frequently Asked Questions

• WHAT MAKES US STAND OUT?  WHAT MAKES US STAND OUT? 
Our outstanding chandelier designs together with the finest quality lead crystal allow us to have the most 

luxurious chandeliers in the business. We are top of our industry in design, quality control and manufacture. 

You will not find cheap plastic or low grade crystal with us. It’s all about quality and sparkle. We conduct 

our business very professionally and treat every client as unique. We endeavour to be friendly, efficient and 

punctual. We use our utmost discretion for celebrity clientele. Confidentiality is respected. 

 
• WHICH AREAS OF AUSTRALIA DO WE COVER? WHICH AREAS OF AUSTRALIA DO WE COVER?
We are Australia wide, from Perth to Port Douglas with occasional international clientele. 

 
• DO I NEED TO BOOK EARLY?  DO I NEED TO BOOK EARLY?  
Yes. We advise you to book as soon as you decide on the venue, that way you can avoid disappointment of 

date availability. 

• DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION  DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION 
Access times to venues vary from venue to venue. The week prior to the installation we contact the venue 

for the access time. We work alongside venue staff minimizing disruption caused by our equipment. Some 

venues with very high ceilings require a scissor lift to reach the chandelier hanging ( rigging ) points and in 

most cases have one available for hire. This cost is not included in our hire installation costs and discussion 

with the venue is advised. All venues are aware of the fragility of our chandeliers and give us plenty of time 

for setting up and polishing crystal. Every chandelier is polished for every single event. The end product is 

always breathtaking for you and your guests. 

 
• WE ARE NOT SURE ABOUT THE STYLING OF OUR CHANDELIERS WE ARE NOT SURE ABOUT THE STYLING OF OUR CHANDELIERS
Planning and making your event spectacular with our chandeliers is our speciality. We would absolutely 

love to be involved in helping you style your event with chandeliers. 

The best way to get started is by getting in touch with us on (02) 9328 0333 or by visiting our showroom at 

212 New South Head Road, Edgecliff, Sydney. 

• QUOTING & BOOKING QUOTING & BOOKING 
We have a minimum response time of two days. If the quote is more urgent, please call us on (02) 932 

80333 so we can attend to it accordingly. To proceed with your quote a 25% upfront payment is required to 

secure the chandeliers for your event.

CHANDELIERS.NET.AU
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 • CAN I HAVE CHANDELIERS AT MY CHOSEN VENUE? CAN I HAVE CHANDELIERS AT MY CHOSEN VENUE?
This depends upon the venue and it’s rigging points. A rigging point is a fixing point where we attach the 

chandelier to the ceiling. We are privileged to have hung chandeliers in many of Australia’s prestigious 

locations. We are familiar with most venues in Sydney so we just require the venue floor plan with rigging 

points marked and from there we can advise you accordingly. 

 
• CAN I HANG CHANDELIERS OUTDOORS? CAN I HANG CHANDELIERS OUTDOORS?
Yes. We have hung from trees, bridges, pergolas, road tunnels, cranes, naval ships, at the beach, and more!

 We do have a few of rules for outdoor hanging. The weather must be clear, no rain and no wind forecast. 

The rigging/hanging point must be safe and secure. When arriving on site, we can attend to this if needed.

 
• CAN OUR CHANDELIERS BE DIMMED? CAN OUR CHANDELIERS BE DIMMED?
Yes. Softening the lighting with dimmers is preferred. Large quantities of chandeliers require a large 

dimmer which will need to be hired separately. 

 
• DO YOU HAVE A MINIMUM ORDER? DO YOU HAVE A MINIMUM ORDER?
No, providing all chandeliers are from Chandeliers To Die For.  

 
• DO WE DRY HIRE DO WE DRY HIRE?
Yes. We dry hire the Empire basket range and the lanterns. Also some vintage chandeliers.

• I HAVE AN INSPIRATIONAL IMAGE OF A WEDDING. CAN YOU RECREATE THE LOOK? I HAVE AN INSPIRATIONAL IMAGE OF A WEDDING. CAN YOU RECREATE THE LOOK?
Yes. We in fact try to create a look more beautiful. We always say “we can do better”.

• CAN YOU CUSTOMIZE A LIGHT OR CREATE FROM SCRATCH? CAN YOU CUSTOMIZE A LIGHT OR CREATE FROM SCRATCH?
Yes. This is an easy process for us because it’s what we specialize in, and love doing.  We have customized 

lighting for Halloween, Christmas, Easter, personally themed birthday parties and weddings ... you choose!
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TERMS & CONDITIONSTERMS & CONDITIONS

DELIVERY, SET UP AND BREAK DOWN DELIVERY, SET UP AND BREAK DOWN 

All costs in our brochure are quoted per light. Labour charges for delivery and set up are 
subject to venue rigging points and the venue location.
 
Some chandeliers are transported without crystal and need to be dressed on site. In this 
instance additional time should be allowed for on site dressing and set up. 

Any delays that are caused at the hire venue during delivery, setup and breakdown, through 
no fault of our own, will be charged at $60 per hour, per Chandeliers To Die For team 
member on site.
 

RIGGING THE CHANDELIER ONTO THE CEILINGRIGGING THE CHANDELIER ONTO THE CEILING
 

Together with the chandeliers, we supply either sealed link chain and OHS rated shackles or 
steel wire and gripples for suspension.

Please be aware our lighting hire prices do not include the cost of rigging the chandelier to 
the ceiling rigging point, running the electrics, ruching or dimmer supply. However this will 
be included in our quotes, where applicable.

We always require a licensed rigger for our hire work and we provide this service.  

Due to the fragile nature and high costs of the crystal chandeliers, when using alternative 
riggers rather than our trained chandelier rigging team, we require that one of our members 
be on site during installation and breakdown, advising and assisting the rigging crew.
 
Any breakage or damage that is incurred when chandeliers, candelabras or any of our other 
products are moved or tampered with without our team present, will be charged for at cost.

CANCELLATION POLICYCANCELLATION POLICY

Please refer to our online brochure for more infomation.
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Thank you
We sincerely hope you have enjoyed spending time looking through  

our brochure! If you are looking for the most decadent custom  
made chandeliers and crystal decor in Australia you have found us!   

Every one of our events is just as different and as special as every couple we meet.

From intimate gatherings to large lavish chandelier events, we will  
work dilligently and passionately with you. Our dedicated energetic team will 

ensure  
your event is a ‘life time experience’ that will never be forgotten.

You matter, your guests matter, and that’s what making your 
event special is all about!

We look forward to working with you!

Enjoy more inspirational imagery on our social media pages!

@chandelierstodiefor  #chandelierstodiefor




